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The civic role of Architecture
The fall of the ideologies and the hero as a form of
thought in the contemporary world has undoubtedly
affected the references from which ideas and
research in architecture, as well as in other scientific
fields, originate. Therefore, our research aims
are to encourage students to study the evolution
and definition of their projects according to the
multifunctional complexity of the city.
The structure of the architectural-urban projects’
development is no longer a “preconceived image of
architecture,” but rather a multi-cultural and multidoctrinal product offered by urban culture as an
alternative to an ideal architecture.
In that sense, the city becomes a laboratory where
students may study, develop, and bring to fruition
ideas and elements necessary to define their topics
and urban strategy development.
To study the city from this angle is to understand
an episode of the history of urban architecture. It
means that the city is no longer a unitary product.
Instead, it is preferably made of many different
architectures, fragments, complex structures, events,
counter- functions, memories, and post-memories—
which become the reading of the city itself. For this
reason, Beirut/Tripoli today might become a city of the
transformation of ideas, a city that could incite new
reflections for the architectural project.
It is necessary to respond to these considerations with
research on the definition of new urban structural
elements. Said elements that provoke a dynamic
transformation of the city’s architecture independently
of the definition of the modern architectural image of
Beirut and Tripoli.
The chosen sites of the students’ projects are
“borderline” areas, conceived as “critical urban
spaces.” The sites mentioned above need to be
reconsidered as an essential part of the development
of a new urban strategy for Beirut and Tripoli.
The selected areas are urban spaces that should
be reviewed to be part of the city with the aim of
reactivating the interrelationship between different
social structures. The project strategy should respond
to the emerging needs of each area, in order to avoid
the layout of “ghetto” in urban development.
The goal was to develop and reconsider the selected
intervention sites, taking into account their unique
characteristics, and what they can offer to the city.
The intervention strategy was to study the specificity
of the sites and to propose projects that are part of
the city of Beirut-Tripoli, to avoid functional repetition.

This peculiarity of production in every sector in the
global market of Beirut and Tripoli will definitely create
an exchange between the different communities and,
above all, perform a democratic public service in its
urban structure.
The projects presented reflect a complex structure of
the various connections between the specificity of the
place and its transformation into areas that describe
new forms and functions for the community.
The proposal is to plan these areas as multiple-scale
structures and projects that arise from the needs of
society and the urban conditions of the city. The civic
role of architecture is continually being addressed in
the projects’ development.

David AOUAD
Omar HARB

As cities struggle to adapt to the changes in society,
culture, technology, and the economy, new types
of urbanism intriguingly manifest themselves as
necessary tools for its re-naturalization. Today’s
understanding of dense cities has shifted to a broader
concept that recognizes the value of less formal leftover
spaces and the daily interactions that occur in them.
It is through this manifestation and the emergence of
a more dynamic, flexible, or adaptive urbanism that
the city could become more responsive to new needs,
demands and the preferences of its users.
Within the context of growing urbanization on a
territory that can no longer accommodate such
growth, coupled to a critical lack in open and public
spaces to respond to users’ needs, municipal Beirut
finds within its realm an urban resource that can no
longer be ignored. This semester, FPR’s theme will
focus on an inquiry into the role of leftover or residual
space, regarding their values and potentialities for the
consolidation of the city, based on their contribution to
the public realm. At present, municipal Beirut holds
within its urban fabric a high number of residual or
leftover spaces. The potential of these unexploited
urban land resources, resulting mainly of gaps in the
laws and regulation system as well as political and
social laissez-faire, is yet to be explored by authorities.
Rather than finding space in existing urban fabrics,
cities tend to grow outwards, leaving wasteland in
the inner core of the city. What Koolhaas refers to
as “junkspace” in his article, with the same title, is
these wastelands, or, more generally, the residue that
mankind leaves on the planet. In many European and
American cities, the term residual space is being used
to describe various urban situations such as spaces
between, spaces around, rooftops, wedges, redundant
infrastructure, oversized infrastructure, void spaces,
and spaces below.

Since the 1980s, the literature on the subject of leftover
and residual spaces can be viewed as a reflection of
the evolution of contemporary society in European
and American cities. Authors such, as Trancik (1986),
Bauman (2001), and Koolhaas (2002), referred
to, in their quest to mitigate the shortcomings of
modernism’s planning, the concept of residual spaces
as an undesirable urban situation leading to urban
incoherence and emptiness. Others throughout their
architectural works such as Winterbottom (2000),
Knapfel (2001), and Atelier Bow-Wow (2002) began
to acknowledge their presence as a driving force in the
urban fabric and described it in their work.
The publications of Thompson (2002), Studio Urban
Catalyst (2003), Wikstrom (2005), Haydn and Temel
(2006), Philipp Oswalt, Philipp Misselwitz and Laus
Overmeyer (2007), and the more recent works of
Sheridan (2008), Hou (2010) and Colomb (2012),
did not only describe this urban situation but also
acknowledged them as opportunities. They proposed
solutions and programs while assuming the efficiency
and potential of these residual spaces in the city. Put
aside their divergent stands on residual spaces, these
authors, amongst many others, share a common goal,
and that is their wills to integrate residual spaces in
the urban fabric.
The evolution of the meaning of the term leftover or
residual space coincides with changes in each city’s
economic, social, political, and urban situation.
Along with those changes, different land uses are
associated with the interpretation of these spaces.
“Vacant sites and disused premises are a constraint
but a prerequisite of restructuring. They are
the spaces of the future: a training ground and
experimental zone for the future. They are part of a
city’s wealth” (Hjelmstad & Øren, 2013, p. 3).

Elie HARFOUCHE
Monica BASBOUS

In 1968, Henri Lefebvre, French Marxist philosopher,
and sociologist wrote ‘Le Droit à la Ville,’ where he
heralded the end of the industrial town, with the
development of its outskirts and suburbs, and the
advent of the Urban. He stated that everyone has a
right to the city, that is, a right to live and enjoy the
urban life of cities. However, cities are not affordable to
all. It is pushing some away from their urban rhythms
and closeness to markets, workplaces, and cultural
facilities, into the outskirts with their limited resources.
In a review of Lefebvre’s book in 2008, David Harvey,
British-born Marxist, economist and geographer, wrote
for the New Left Review II (53) that the “right to the
city is far more than the individual liberty to access
urban resources: it is a right to change ourselves by

changing the city. It is, moreover, a common rather
than an individual right since this transformation
inevitably depends upon the exercise of a collective
power to reshape the processes of urbanization. The
freedom to make and remake our cities and ourselves
is, I want to argue, one of the most precious yet most
neglected of our human rights.”
Building on the ensuing logic of empowering citizens
to reshape their cities, this final year project section
investigated the contemporary, relevant issue of
affordability of space and activities in the city of
Beirut. Be it for residential, commercial, cultural,
or entertainment purposes and the role of architects
in providing alternatives to the dominant mode of
production. The concern stems from Beirut falling
increasingly under the international phenomena
touching cities— namely that of the doughnut
effect hollowing their centers through ramping
unaffordability; whereas peripheries get overpopulated
by individuals with limited means causing undesirable
effects on various environmental, social and economic
levels.
Following an examination of critical literature on
cities, the students were invited onto a multi-layered
investigation on the municipal level of Beirut. As a
result, students individually uncovered problematics
limiting the affordability and inclusivity of the city—
for which architectural interventions could provide
solutions. Strategies were developed to compose the
projects’ programs and select intervention sites.
The resulting proposals, at best, might allow Beirut
to become an affordable city to various social
groups. This year, the proposals have covered the
following topics under affordability: Physical activity
and entertainment, student housing in the center
and periphery, burial, faith, industrial design, media
industry, trade, and elderly/ young couples housing.
Finally, this final year project section advocated political
engagement and promoted an interest in everyday
life versus a ‘disinterested’ position focused solely
on aesthetic innovation. It invited future graduates to
investigate architecture’s social and political roles in
society and its agency in the betterment of peoples’
lives through architectural design.

Hala YOUNES
Samer CHAMOUN
The place that remains. An alternative point of view
The studio intends to shed new light on the suburban
reality of the Lebanese coast by monitoring the urban
sprawl from an unexpected and reverse viewpoint;
from the perspective of the space that remains.
Instead of focusing on the built masses, their
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categories, typologies, and functions, it studies the
voids. The observation and identification of the
unbuilt spaces lead to a reading of the urban reality
as a “negative” image. This new perspective triggers
creativity and design capacities.
In fact, the voids are not empty. They inform us about
the relations between the objects they separate. Thus,
by considering the architectural project from the
point of view of the void, the studio will encourage an
architecture of relations rather than the architecture
of objects.
Thus, the design process focuses on the quality of
the voids as a tool to introduce the project. The studio
encourages to explore techniques of adaptation to
the site, and especially landscaping issues, tools, and
methods. The project is a tool to consolidate the void.
It is not an answer to a specific program or need but
rather to a design potential that students should be
able to identify through creative research.
The title of the studio allows a plurality of interpretations;
the place that remains is a physical space, unbuilt or
unbuildable, but is also what remains from the place
after it has been built. It is what bears the potential of
transforming a sprawl into a city.
Thorough a common title, “the place that remains,” the
seminar approaches diverse problems related to that
condition. In 2017 it explored a portion of the linear
city of the shoreline— a strip spreading from Naamé
to Damour and extending on the mountain between
Meshref and Aramoun. This area is an illustration of
the suburban condition along the coast of Lebanon.
The urban sprawl seems to have contaminated the
totality of the space, yet no clear logic is shaping
its limits. The area is defined by strong landscape
entities: the orchards of Damour, the Damour River,
the sea. It is experiencing significant environmental
challenges, and witnessing important socio-political
upheavals. Revealing the “negative” image of this
area, understanding the voids help to bring together
the bits and pieces of the territory into a coherent and
dynamic contemporary form of the city.

Marwan ZOUEIN
Sandra RISHANI
in-transit
The studio decided to explore the contradictory
relation between architecture and migration, knowing
the growing ease of transportation and communication
and the gradual reduction in the limits of time and
geography. Permanence and the act of building,
the symbolism of form and identities, bordering of
territories, are examples of the conflicts between
architecture and societies that are every day more

mobile, flexible, and autonomous. Although the
reasons or causes of these displacements are various,
the nomad, and now the migrant, is still, in many
situations, characterized as the unknown, unsafe,
and involves politics of control and normalization.
The projects presented for this section have tried to
approach the topic/ the notion of extraterritoriality and
have proposed architectural and urban strategies in
different areas of Lebanon’s geography.
Ahmed, Bassem, and Imane’s projects approach
the topic from political positions—by questioning
the movement of goods in the informal economy,
raising the issue of basic needs being transformed in
commodities healthcare, subsidized goods, or public
land. Raymond’s proposal stems from a study of the
places of demonstration in the city and develops a
building as a tool for democracy in the heart of the city;
where a representation of power through architecture
is at it’s highest. Finally, Daniella approached the
question of internal migrations through the study of the
traces left by the Syrian occupation in Mount Lebanon,
in the village of Dhour Choueir, an area known for the
seasonal migration of the Bourgeoisie of Beirut.
Ahmed’s thesis [Infiltrating the Hegemonic South]
seeks ways to challenge the domination of certain
players in southern Lebanon by imposing an urban
haven. While the south is known for being politically
tense, its political players have taken advantage of the
situation to exploit more power on the ground. This
has led to the confinement of freedom, from public
grounds to the private built-environment. Aside from
this spatial impact, the limitation of freedom affects
the availability of roles that citizens can choose from,
transforming them into actors performing functions
that were imposed on them. A series of mapping
exercises indicate how these political players are
crafting the built environment to guarantee their
dominance in the long-run. Such practices include
burying martyrs in the center of cities, or by replacing
public spaces with mega real-estate projects.
Bassem started surveying the built layer of different
practices and economies that are seen as examples
of ontological politics, both local and international.
The term ontological is, in this case, applies to the
multitude of realities that exist in parallel or contrary
to the dominant narrative of the state. The context
of the weakened neoliberal state of Lebanon, these
realities, from the luxury fashion corporation and the
sectarian party to the religious non-profit, are alive and
well. This terrain of conflicting absolutes serves as the
backdrop for the construction of the speculative fiction
of the extra-state object: an imaginary cross-sector
institution in an exclusive economic zone.
Daniella’s project, the Reinterpretation of the Grand
Hotel Kassouf, deals with the collective memory of an

edifice— the Grand Hotel Kassouf; a monument in the
eyes of a notable Levantine town, Dhour Choueir. This
Hotel is an ode to the increasing phenomenon of seasonal
migration in Lebanon as a chief generator of income. The
project is an attempt at the reinterpretation of a space,
through an analysis of available archival documentation.
It provides one scheme in the handling of monuments by
drawing on existing archival material— one scheme in the
endless debate on the collective memory, destruction,
and reconstruction of monuments.
Imane’s project studies the complex relationship between
Beirut’s golf club and the informal settlements of Ouzai
in South Beirut. The illegal extension of the Golf Club,
as depicted in critical found research, has obstructed
the area around its limit; preventing movement in the
neighborhood. The proposal invests the already blurred
boundary and suggests that the reclaimed land could
become an economic generator for the whole area.
Finally, Raymond’s project functions as a tool for debate,
a space offered to all inhabitants of the city/country
regardless of social class, ethnicity and religious beliefs.
An area that is therefore based on the certainty that
paying attention to everyone else’s self-interest is, in fact,
a precondition to one’s own ultimate well-being.

Elie ABS
Rasheed SHALLAH

Tyre, dating back to 2750 BC, has long been a prominent
economic center along the trade route. The geographic
location on the coast exposed the city to the rest of the
world. The morphology of the world-renowned is as
intriguing as the outcome. Throughout the years, it has
been destroyed, rebuilt, and grew exponentially over time
through various civilizations, each adding a new layer to
Tyre. Nowadays, it has become a new hub for southern
Lebanon as well as a major touristic attraction.
During the semester, extensive analyses and field trips
were conducted to examine the current situation of the
built environment in the city; alongside its reaction to
the needs of the inhabitants and guests alike. To carry
out the research, the morphology, typology, and relation
between built vs. unbuilt were all studied— in correlation
to the present urban, socio-economic, infrastructural, and
environmental needs and dynamics of Tyre. Moreover, the
municipality offered guidance for the proposed projects
in order for the students to provide tactical solutions in
return.
The architectural interventions taken required group
members to respond to, confront or yield to the complex
layers and different scales governing his/her particular site
and surroundings, whether physical or ideological— on
both a micro-level and on a macro level when dealing with
the contemporary city of Tyre. Subsequently, all ultimately
culminate in site-specific tectonic projects embedded in the
city’s fabric and ongoing metamorphosis at the same time.

Upon entering the city of Tyre from its main northern
gate, visitors are confronted by the massive Bass Camp.
The camp originally started as an informal settlement for
Palestinian refugees and grew up randomly and become
a gated/ closed camp in recent years, occupying state
and private-owned lands. Thus, it divided the old city and
port on the western side from the new residential and
commercial area of Tyre on the Eastern side, as well the
beach from the world-renowned archaeological site. The
Bass Camp became a focused study-area for a group of 6
students. By the end of the semester, the group came up
with a radical and controversial solution. Camp residents
were to be relocated and embedded within the city’s
social and urban fabric. Subsequently, the city’s footprint
transforms into a green-rich east-west and north-south
connective masterplan of various needed public facilities
lacking in the city.
The group members raised several porposals in order to
revitalize the city of Tyre. Starting from the far western
corner and the main transportation node of the city,
one student, proposed a tourist welcome-piazza and
transportation hub. To the southern green buffer zone,
another proposal embraced the city’s abandoned elderly
community in a social and healthcare center. Adjacently, an
intervention offered Tyre a women’s empowerment center
responding to a very sensitive yet critical social layer of
the city’s inhabitants. A new extracurricular and vocational
school was proposed to cater to the contemporary
education and skills needs of the vast youth population in
Tyre. One intervention took advantage of a major central
lot in the masterplan to create an open museum-park. The
museum-park will act as a major green landscape escape
link from the beach to the archaeological site; as well as
a celebration of the city’s ancient civilization. Concluding
the Master plan on the western edge, a design for a major
collective housing project that incorporates touristic
hosting with local large and medium-sized families from
the existing typologies in the city. One proposal took on
the mission to integrate original Bass camp residents, of
Palestinian and Syrian refugees, into the Lebanese fabric
through a social housing that stitches typological, social,
economic, and urbanistic layers of the city.
The current port closing sea views and occupying microlevel vacant land was given two distinctive projects in terms
of function yet, unified in terms of public accessibility. One
intervention imagined how this area could transform into a
fishermen academy—thus, amplifying the already existing
fishermen community and their knowledge/ skills with
the major landscape of services for the public. Another
proposal linked nearby public sites to the port through
several entertainment and leisure landscapes; engulfing
two media library buildings, one for children and one for
youth and adults.
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AYA ABDALLAH Quarantine Community Hub - A Study of Ontological Architecture

This is a story about a creature lost in an untimely dimension – a prisoner of its own war – that seeks total
amnesia in the hope of improving its mental state. Its
traumatic memories emerged from incidents that had
accumulated throughout the years. It is the case of
most Lebanese who have been reduced to the form
of a ‘creature’ unable to escape the memories of war,
and political, social, and religious conflicts that are
occurring on a day-to-day basis; memories which we
are not even aware of, but that haunt us through the
damage they have caused.

PROGRAM SELECTION: The community hub caters to

The project deals with an intersection between ontology (the philosophical study of the nature of being
and existence) and architecture. The starting point
¬was the current state of youth, namely fresh graduates seeking jobs in Lebanon, who have to deal with
unemployment, depression, and immigration. The
latter is a consequence of the many events that occurred throughout Lebanon’s history; one of the most
prominent being the 1975 civil war. A main node of
the civil war was in the Quarantine area in Beirut,
which left it damaged, neglected, and disconnected
from the city.

DESIGN METHODOLOGY: The function is superim-

FORM GENERATION: The methodology followed is
inspired by Sigmund Freud’s theory of repressed
memory, which holds that these memories can lead
to arrested development. To overcome such a memory, one must go back to its origin and become fully
aware of it. By having the form of the project inspired
by Quarantine’s collective memory, the intention is
to make people nostalgic in order to reach a level
of self-consciousness. The most prominent memory
that Quarantine was known for is the Tal El Zaatar refugee camp, which was wiped out during the civil war.
The form not only shadows the form of the camp, but
is also inspired by its typology and lifestyle.

two users, the first being the existing community in
Quarantine for whom it provides public spaces, agricultural fields and a memorial. For the other user –
mainly Lebanese youth – it offers offices and housing
units to help them start a career. A library, series of
workshops, and a piazza are also available for public
use. The main aim of the hub is affordability, hence a
system of unit rents is put in place, whereby any given person can rent the needed space whether it’s an
office, residence, agricultural, or a market unit.
posed on the form, with the application of an organizational system to control the circulation sequence,
the program’s relation to the site, and the form of the
architecture. This system is inspired by Friedrich
Hegel’s theories. Hegel sets out four levels of consciousness that people need to pass through in order
to reach a state of absolute knowledge and awareness of a repressed memory. The first level, “sense
certainty,” is a primitive state of total unawareness.
The second, “perception,” is realizing the problem
at hand. The next stage is “understanding,” a state
where one is working forward. The last level of consciousness, “absolute knowledge,” is an unattainable
state as it is ever-growing, but one in which we realize
our achievements.

Housing and
office unit blocks

Wall section

Section

Exploded axonometric
view of library
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SAMI ABDELKHALIQ ZAMORA The Synergy

In Bachoura, there are two existing artistic but different cultures: the old and prevalent Bachoura identity,
known to be a crafts-industrial area, and the infringing new development grounds of the Beirut Digital
District (BDD). This former community is watching
the slow demise of its lasting identity. The intention
would be to regenerate the once existing artistic culture in accordance with the developing reality; a program that acts as a catalyst for the area. How? By reviving some of the practical trades it was once known
for, and by creating an interplay between these two
art-based cultures with the wider community in mind
through the ideology of a “tech” hub.
Bachoura’s markets are slowly dying. There is a lack
of education and employment. Therefore, why not
provide an introductory platform to educate these
targets through a program highlighting the previous
Bachoura identity, and to promote the tech hub as an
artistic and cultured academy.
As for Bachoura’s underprivileged civilians, craftsmen, and small shops and industries, the technical
academy would nurture and sustain the future generation of artisans with new techniques and technology for craftsmanship, furniture design, antique restoration, etc. It would also provide work opportunities
for these underprivileged people following enrolment
in the academy, and ultimately, publicize their work
locally and internationally.
As for BDD’s entrepreneurs, international designers,
and startup companies, the technical academy would
expose them to new ideas and traditional skills particular to Bachoura. It would also educate the local
community and artisans in innovative techniques that
can help develop the original craftsmen’s ideas using
advanced technology.
A certain cycle came to mind where these two programs would interact and collide, which can be divided into three parts: Education, Implementation, and
Revelation. This cycle would work for both the tech
hub and the crafts center, whereby a person can experience this process from both ends.
A technical academy would and could require educational and working opportunities, event spaces, class
and meeting spaces, open spaces for interaction,
whereby Bachoura’s streets become exhibition spaces, as well as spaces for student work activities that
bring people from the BDD to Bachoura. The result
would be a balanced synergy.

Ground floor and second floor plans
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LUCILE ABI CHEBEL Reviving the Residue – Bachoura Manufacturing Hub

Bachoura, one of the pericentral districts, can be
classified as an “inner city area,” that is to say an
older part of the city usually located around the center, known for its congested neighborhoods and overabundance of low-income classes. The problem with
such districts, given their proximity to the center, is
that they started to develop as independent units or
territories that do not have a participative role in the
city itself, whether economically or socially, and are
becoming excluded while developing their own strategy of adaptation. Bachoura is growing in contrast to
its surroundings, which presents the start of an approach that deals with transformation within the city
as opposed to transformation of the city itself.

Axonometric view of upper ground floor plan

When studying the urban fabric of the district,
Bachoura appeared to be a “submerged area” with
four of the city’s infrastructure surrounding it from all
sides. The Basta Bridge, a green, steel parasite in the
middle of the chaos, takes users from one district to
another while bypassing Bachoura, giving rise to an
intriguing urban dynamic beneath the bridge.
Therefore, the chosen area of implementation near
the bridge, with its abundance of residual spaces,
acts as a local catalyst, urban generator, and node of
relief within this chaotic region. It also relates to the
nearby Basta El Fawka mosque, considered to be a
focal point for the area. The chosen site thus aims
to revive the neighborhood and surrounding areas by
revitalizing the local community and its commercial
force, stitching its urban fabric together, playing an
economical role in the bigger city, and bringing the
surrounding areas back into this submerged “no-go”
inner city.
When it comes to its commercial force, Bachoura
was considered to be a craft-industrial neighborhood
back in the day when several types of souks were
scattered around the district. Few of these shops remain today, where every shop specialized in a certain
area of expertise, serving few locals.

Perspectives showing different dynamic above
and below the bridge

Upper ground floor plan

In order to revive the commercial force and craftsmanship of the region, and at the same time target
the newly rising generation of artisans who rely on
modern technology and work methods, the proposed
program is a manufacturing hub. The hub hosts a
large underground workspace for the artisans, small
individual private work units, two libraries with one
serving as a reference library for the mosque, residential units, and a temporary/permanent market that
acts as a central node for the project, connecting the
streets of Bachoura and the residual spaces of the
block to the nearby mosque, public parks and the
surrounding area.
With a descending topography and several networks
and alleyways feeding the chosen block, the project
becomes a vibrant machine hosting several functions
at different levels. It transforms the urban block to
cater to the users while reacting to the surrounding
local nodes and extended urban fabric.
Mock-up

Axonometric section
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LUCILE ABI CHEBEL Reviving the Residue – Bachoura Manufacturing Hub

Study of bridge

Strategy of implementation

Block composition

Massing and program in relation to context

Exploded axonometry
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DANA ATALLAH Beirut Creative Cluster

Wall section
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DANA ATALLAH Beirut Creative Cluster

Creative people are full of dreams, ideas and aspirations. At the same time they grapple with turning
their ideas into reality. This struggle stretches from
getting the materials, tools, and expertise to finding
a suitable location to work. The absence of proper
public transportation, expensive real estate and lack
of public amenities in the city make the process unaffordable and very frustrating.

THE PROPOSAL: an industrial center that houses artist studios, workshop spaces, meeting areas, communal functions and temporary living spaces targeting
artists, designers, startups and entrepreneurs in an
area of Beirut that offers experienced workers, material, easy accessibility and affordable real estate.
Following Beirut’s evolution, real estate in the center
has become very expensive forcing us to turn our at-

Details

Wall section

tention to the multiple industrial cities of the suburbs.
My focus will be on the industrial city in Baouchriyeh;
an area rich with factories, workshops and other commercial functions.

THE PROJECT: The existing building on the site chosen was a one-floor structure populated with commercial shops. Instead of covering the entire parcel
or creating a courtyard, the main road entered the
site creating a U-shape to maximize shop frontage.
My intervention followed the same logic where the
ground floor was dominated by commercial activity
with the main road entering the site and connecting
the neighboring activities to itself. The upper floors
contained the main workshop spaces and artists’ studios along with the exhibition and communal spaces.
The temporary living units were placed on the upper

floor, keeping them as far as possible from the hustle
and bustle of the industrial city on the street level.
This project’s intention was to design a building that
can house a community of designers and creative
people who can learn from each other, help one another and live together – all under the umbrella of
affordability.
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Perspective views and details
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DANA BAAJOUR The Landscape Factory – Reviving the Heritage

The place that remains to me is related to a physical and intangible heritage. It is a cultural landscape,
meaning a cultural heritage. The physical part consists of the fields, the irrigation network, the silk factory, and so on. The intangible part consists of the
memories and the practices attached to the place.
Hence, a cultural landscape is a landscape that combines natural components with man-made features.
The Damour plain, which played an economical role
in Damour’s history, is still the main economic driver
in this place and can be considered as a landscape
heritage and part of the identity of Damour residents.
Unfortunately, the plain is not accessed by Damour’s
inhabitants and tourists for lack of interest or anything
to do in the place. Hence, it is disconnected from
the city on the one side, and the beach on the other.
Moreover, the touristic activity, with the construction
of resorts, is threatening the agricultural landscape.
This void holds a 2,000 year-old old silk factory that
added a national value to the plain, as a heritage within a heritage. This building was once an economical factor when mulberries were planted, but now we
have other plantations that can revive its function into
something related to the plain. Therefore, if we are to
draw visitors to the place, Damour as a cultural and
natural attraction needs to be presented as a place
with a differential offer, something the public can see
and do in the area which is not available elsewhere.
Hence, in order to preserve the landscape as a cultural heritage, I propose to use the factory as an accumulator; a food market that would encourage organic
farming and production, taking into consideration the
evolution of farming techniques.

ent eras are present in the same site. This reveals
that each building is unique in its own design, yet
both are connected by two courtyards: one acts as
an outdoor food market, while the other is a gathering
backyard. Moreover, the project includes a third field,
connected to the two courtyards, planted with organic
crops in order for visitors to engage with the land and
harvest the crops they need. Therefore, voids in this
project connect the two buildings and create different
visual perceptions of public spaces between them.
The strategy adopted is an overlaying of components.
The materials present are glass and steel –either
sheets or rusted steel – and stone covering the silk
factory. The stone is left untouched with the addition
of glass panels for enclosure.
The roof is a faceted, multi-use enclosure. It collects
rain water and solar energy. The trusses are designed
to hold facets of different sizes and heights.

The food market is an agricultural building that preserves the landscape. The new building is a low-tech,
eco-friendly building that follows the fabric of the division of crops while the silk factory follows the diagonal
path of the river. In this way, two buildings of differ-

Each truss is designed to hold facets of different sizes and heights and holds two adjacent parts of the roof.

Mass plan view
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DANA BAAJOUR The Landscape Factory – Reviving the Heritage

Detail of structure

Exploded view

Partial sections and plans
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AHMED BAYDOUN Infiltrating the Hegemonic South: A Tax-Free Depot, a Production Studio, and a Brothel

The thesis seeks to challenge the domination of certain players in southern Lebanon by imposing an
urban haven. While the south is known for being
politically tense, its political players have taken advantage of the situation to exploit more power on the
ground. This has led to the confinement of freedom,
from public grounds to the private built-environment.
Aside from this spatial impact, the limitation of freedom affects the availability of roles that citizens can
choose from, transforming them into actors performing roles that were imposed on them.
Agonism is the art of extracting the possible positive aspects that flourish during a political conflict. It
shows how the citizens have accepted their ground
as a permanent place for such conflict, but seeks to
also show how they might accept and channel this
positively.
The study exposes the roles of the players of the
south outside their political context. A series of mapping exercises indicate how these political players
are crafting the built environment to guarantee their
dominance in the long-run, such as burying martyrs
in the center of cities, or by replacing public spaces
with mega real-estate projects. This limits the spaces that could be used by the citizens to counter the
dominant player.
The proposal offers a provisional relief for the citizens
during their recess, where they can perform as their
true selves or choose new roles during their visit. A
tax-free depot, a production studio, and a brothel will
act, together, as a bunker to resist the conventional
practices on the grounds around the site.

Analysis

Analysis
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AHMED BAYDOUN Infiltrating the Hegemonic South: A Tax-Free Depot, a Production Studio, and a Brothel

Sections

Vehicule showroom plugin

Retail warehouse plug-in and elevator
as a shortcut route linking the retail
warehouse to the core circulation.
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Modern day capitalism in the 20th century created
a system of inequality, where the top one percent of
the population owns 40 percent of the world’s wealth.
Scenius or Communal Genius is the first prototype
project of its kind that thrives on the most valuable
asset, the people. The project serves as an AGORA/
DEBATE space for all the inhabitants of the city/country regardless of social class, ethnicity and religious
beliefs. A space that is therefore based on the certainty that paying attention to everyone else’s self-interest is, in fact, a precondition to one’s own ultimate
well-being.
Located in the capital, Downtown Beirut, the Scenius
project will mark the end of inequality and struggle
by introducing itself as an autonomous, independent
and self-sufficient public project in the city. By the
people, for the people...

The building is managed by a Union for NGOs, and
is designed to have a combination of programs that
serve on a city and human scale. On the city scale,
there are the broadcasting station, green areas, outdoor theater/debate space, Union NGO headquarters, national protest museum, offices, indoor theater/
debate space, cafeteria and a library. On the human
scale are the ateliers, kiosks and moving benches.
This combination of programs and services transforms the project into an open social self-developing
hub for the whole of Lebanon, thereby recapturing
the capital and placing the power and future of the
country in the hands of the people. Scenius sets an
example for the world on how architecture can serve
and empower the people.

Public realm transition - Public platforms - Link through voids - Smooth vertical connection Programmatic distribution - Distinct identity landmark

Kiosk components and materials

Project interactions in
axonometric view
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RAYMOND BOUSTANI Scenius

Plans, section and perpective views
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Public facilities and segregation

Site morphology and problematics

Strategy
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Residential blocks and terraces

ALEXANDRE BOUSTANY Reviving Tripoli’s Old Souks

Natural ventilation

This project is a continuation of Tripoli’s old dying
souk. It both completes and connects it back to Bab
Al-Tabbaneh souks and El-Soueiqa that used to be
linked historically. It is located on the Abou Ali River’s
edge, which divides the old souk into two.

with green roofs as a fifth façade to ameliorate the
atmosphere for the immediate context. Each unit has
a terrace allowing for ordered expansion of a micro
apartment given the culture of additive spaces in the
area.

The project aims to complete, connect, and revive
Tripoli’s old dying souks by fighting mass production
with mass customization and providing residential
units for the displaced victims of the 1955 river flood.
Its program will be a fusion of technology and tradition: a collaboration between young designers (innovation) and old craftsmen (expertise) resulting in a
uniquely crafted product and preventing the extinction of craftsmanship in the area.

Lightweight pavilions are placed in the courtyard on
the mezzanine level, and serve as semi-private activities for the residences of these units, their architecture being part of the display. The observation tower,
which could be used as a vertical theater, is a reinterpretation of the old souk’s landmarks as a vertical element counterbalancing the horizontality of the souk.
It is also a manifestation of the program’s goal, where
the architecture is a result of the fusion of technology and tradition (using computer software such as
Grasshopper to generate the form, but actually producing it by craftsmen, i.e. textile wrapping it). The
tower creates a language with the minarets, relating
the project back to the old souk.

On the ground floor, the open courtyards are a continuation of the old souk’s public spaces with semi-public activities surrounded by workshops displaying
their products. These hang from the mezzanine ceiling out in the open, serving as an attraction to the
new souk while preserving the folklore found in the
old city.

Expansion unit

Natural factors such as light and ventilation are key
factors that minimize the project’s carbon footprint.

The workshops are unified by the residential units
(social housing) on the mezzanine and second floor,

Section

Urban pocket

Path as organizing element
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ALEXANDRE BOUSTANY Reviving Tripoli’s Old Souks

Open auditorium

Mezzanine plan

Ground floor plan
Pocket, workshop and exhibition relation

Kid’s playground

Circulation shaped by activity spaces

Green platform
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Relation between workshops
on ground floor and mezzanine
with residential area

Exploded axonometry of block
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Circle plan

Exploded axonometry and sections
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OMAR DALLY Women Empowerment Center: TYRE

Facade giving a feeling of isolation to maintain
privacy in conservative Tyre

Program

After studying various aspects of Tyre and understanding its problematics I found that women in this
city, in particular, are suffering socially and economically due to poverty, previous generations’ lack of
proper education, a high divorce rate, and domestic
violence. These conditions were further exacerbated
by the socio-economic issues prevalent in the city’s
Palestinian settlements. Choosing my targets accordingly, I suggested a programmatic solution that could
help reduce the harsh conditions the women are
facing. This program included: Arts and crafts workshops, an educational and vocational training center,
an auditorium, a public market, exhibitions, a catering school, a restaurant, guest rooms for volunteers,
and a day nursery for the kids in order to help out
the mothers.

Representation of street / courtyard model

As Tyre is considered a conservative city, I studied its
privacy typologies with respect to how families, and
especially women, live, in order to build the strategy
in my design. The concept of the composition started
with dividing the area into public, semi-public/private,
and more private parts. But what I wanted to achieve
was controlled interaction between the private areas
used by women and the public ones. Moreover, with
the influence of the Raumplan by Adolf Loos, I could
create the experience of differentiation between various functions and their levels of privacy. Thus, the
contrast between the concrete and the white cladding
used in the project was crucial to reflect the levels
of contrast between functions, in addition to having
wood louvers in front of certain spaces to control the
level of interaction between the public and the users
of the projects.
Courtyards after tight corridors in Tyre

Windows are higher than human sight level to maintain privacy
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Section details

Sections

Truss structure for auditorium

Structure detail
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Survey of the site’s network

Model
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ALI DHAINY Damour – Zones of Decay

Reanimating the park

Survey of the plain

Offset to keep a natural river bank

Creating a link with the market
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ALI DHAINY Damour – Zones of Decay

The Damour plain was once the main source of production for the town’s silk industry, with the factory, as its powerhouse, set on the bank of the Abou
Damaa River, the main artery within it. Corresponding farmhouses were scattered throughout the plain,
and concentrated along pathways between fields of
plantations and the river which connected the plain
to the Old Saida Road, consequently, the town itself.
However, the silk industry waned circa mid-1900s,
the landscape was destroyed during the war, and with
the construction of a highway in 1987 this network of
pathways and the river were either disrupted or severed entirely. The following, in turn, caused the river
to be neglected, and the silk factory left vacant and
unperceived.

sage through and outside the building, highlighting at
the same time the complexity of the ecosystem that
makes a river as opposed to perceiving it simply as a
channel of water.

The first part of the proposal seeks to restore the
connection between the agricultural plain and the
town by introducing a function to the plain that would
serve both locals and tourists alike, reinforcing the
transformation of the plain into a tourist destination,
in this case in the form of a park. The main pathway
of the park is situated along the Abou Damaa River, with secondary pathways (pedestrian and cycling)
outlined by the existing infrastructure of the irrigation
system, in addition to the remaining ruins of the silk
factory, the farmhouses, and the railroad acting as
follies within the park.
The second part of the proposal revolves around creating a link connecting the town, the Old Saida Road,
the highway, and the plain, with the use of the river
appropriating the undesirable space beneath the two
motorways, and establishing a use that could contribute to the transitory nature of the space, in the form
of a market. All this is based on the premise that the
space, due to its nature and location, would be critical to the exchange in bringing the production from
the plain to the highway and the town.

Axonometric

The program works on multiple levels, during the day
and night, and can also be divided into four categories: the tourist center, the market, the exhibition
space, and the park. The project consists of a longitudinal element articulating the river bank and its
natural slope. Three protrusions act as visual markets and entrance ways, with a canopy joining these
elements together. One challenge was to provide a
space for people to cross the Old Saida Road and
the highway without noticing, which was achieved by
creating a series of changing moments along the pasConsecutive sections
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South elevation

Roof plan

Upper level plan

Section

Lower level plan
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Axonometric diagram of ground floor plan
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NADER ELAB The Art Incubator in Tyre’s Old City

“The value of tradition is being open to innovations.
Tradition is not the opposite of innovation, it is complementary.” “Isolated cultures that try to preserve
their tradition without being open to new ideas collapse.” Álvaro Siza
In this ancient city, Tyre, unique in the diversity of typologies sitting on the same morphology, prestigious
vestiges have started to act as a virtual outdoors museum that allows for authentic cultural exchange between the visitors and the host population. Developing culturally geared programs encourages people to
celebrate and promote features that distinguish their
community, and complements or adds value to the
visitors’ experience.
Tourism and cultural heritage – two of Lebanon’s key
sectors – remain underdeveloped, and archeological
sites alone are not enough to build a touristic destination when cultural-cognitive touristic trips are emerging as the most successful types of modern travel.
On a site at the periphery, amid the vibe of the port
and souk, yet sprawling from the west coast to a
densely constrained clustering and a 1700s church,
sits the Art Incubator. This community-based hub/
platform/venue promotes interaction with other artists, and fosters international exchange and entrepreneurship, as a collaborative space that supports,
creates and launches programs, and similar future
projects for the surrounding areas. It is a place where
residents can have a truly meaningful experience of
the Tyrian society, where they see what is really there,
and then offer an experiential expansion through
public art, temporary outdoor sculptures, installations, or interventions, starting along the west coast.

The project is the sensitive extension to the endless
urban puzzle, the missing piece, emphasizing on
the existing pedestrian ground experience of the old
town, and answering back to its surrounding heights
and openings. An adjacent restaurant will become
part of the west elevation and keep its terrace view
and entrance to the church-centered plaza. So the
masses adapt to the linearity of Rivoli Street from the
south. It gradually increases from the east to reach
the continuous urban-facing west façade of the whole
town as it staggers away from the neighboring residence in the north, leading to a path to a courtyard.
It is designed from several perspectives to provide diverse experiences in a varied context where the visitor is surprised with paths along the project, which
he can either choose to or has to follow. It serves as
a threshold between the old town and west coast,
brings the indoors out and the outdoors in by large
folding glass that merges the workshops’ exhibitions
with the plaza, and offers different sensory interactions between visitors accessing the public sector and
people in the semi-private sectors. Horizontal skylight slits are extracted where one mass hits the other, while respecting the Mediterranean climate and
sun path with the elevations, triggering curiosity, and
adapting to the layered typology of the town.

Scale of adjascent buildings

Therefore, in this valuable heritage, the project originates from existing conditions, so that people accept
it as their own rather than a foreign venture, and view
it within its historical context, as reflecting great respect for the past, while projecting clarity that is of the
present and the future. The definition of public spaces were the points of departure in terms of strategy.

Location top view

Axonometric diagram of second floor
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East elevation

West elevation

Panoramic west elevation

Rendered view
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River elevation collage and transversal section

On an isolated island at the northern periphery of
Beirut lies a neglected industrial area built around
a river that had dried up due to the pollution from
those industries. Through the years, the end point of
this river that was connected through a promenade
to Bourj Hammoud became a garbage dump, albeit
with strong potential.
The project aims to revive this promenade and recreate a pedestrian-friendly connection that begins in
Bourj Hammoud and guides its people to a recycling
facility and to the other side of the river. The recycling facility, reproduction workshops, and market
enhance the friendly environment by reimagining the
existing industries and integrating the social and environmental life within its spaces.

The program and the site work together – based on
the linear process of the function to form two buildings – creating through such a duality a narrow space
in between where pedestrians can visualize and learn
from the recycling process from the beginning to the
marketing phase. The public’s ability to come and
use the recycled material in order to produce various
products and sell them right there and then allows
the crafting community of Bourj Hammoud and its
surroundings to strengthen Quarantine’s resilience.
Resilience here is given to the people by offering a
solution enabling the public to interact with its process and be part of the change that helps them visualize a different future. Through this terminology,
the project becomes a symbol of the transformation
that adapts a public-friendly environment, while recreating the relation between Quarantine and the city
through a porous and transparent screen of recycling
and reproduction.
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TAREK FOUANI Recycling Facility in Bourj Hammoud

Reproduction building

Recycling building

Ground Floor - types of spaces

Promenade analysis

Second floor plan

Closed Shops - Vertical public circulation
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TAREK FOUANI Recycling Facility in Bourj Hammoud

Circulation implementation

Recycling reproduction relation
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TAREK HALABI Expanding Horsh Beirut

Sports always played a huge role for me growing up,
whether it was in developing social skills through
teamwork or by providing opportunities for scholarships and professional careers. Recently though
there has been a decline in the youth partaking in
sports in Beirut because of the high fees of enrollment and exclusivity of sports facilities. Thus, while
tackling the idea of affordability in the city, I saw the
need to create a public sports facility for the youth.

of the Horsh in order to descend toward the ground
and reclaim the skyline. This extension is elevated
above ground and allows for semi open spaces underneath, creating a visual transparency between the
street and the Horsh itself. The facility is recessed
along the street, thereby creating a public plaza that
allows for some breathing space for the pedestrian in
contrast to the fence that confines the individual to a
small sidewalk.

The Kaskas area opens up an opportunity to encourage the youth to partake in sports, as it is a essentially a residential area with several public schools that
have no sports facilities. The site itself is already a
public sports area that has become underfunded and
unmaintained over the years, making it unusable and
in need of transformation.

The facility contains several fields and sports courts
that already existed on the site, such as basketball,
football and tennis. New sports facilities were also
added (a pool, gym, gymnasium, squash courts),
alongside recreational areas such as ping-pong halls
and cafeterias.

When designing the project, the location itself had an
impact on the design. With the urban sprawl slowly
taking over Horsh Beirut, the project aims to put an
end to this expansion, by having the Horsh extend
toward the city instead. The design consists of a walkable landscape for visitors to the park. Triangulations
allow for creating maximum spans with minimum
structural columns. Underneath the landscape, the
facility accommodates sports fields and courts along
with much-needed recreational areas. The project
extends toward the buildings built on the perimeter

Elevated approach

Wall section

Mockup

Ground floor plan

Axonometric views
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The gulf club in Ouzai

Site analysis
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IMANE KEAIK Ouzai and the Gulf Club: Dividing Line / Crossing Lines

The golf club of Lebanon is a country club that was
founded in 1923 in Beirut. It has an 18 holes golf
course and several tennis courts along with an aquatic center, a squash centre and social facilities. It is the
oldest and largest golf club in Lebanon and is located in the west southern part of Beirut. The club area
is approximately 660,500 square meters. The club
has a certain aura of tradition that was maintained
throughout the years and provide luxurious facilities
to the upper class in Beirut.

Edge between the golf club and the residential area of Ouzai
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IMANE KEAIK Ouzai and the Gulf Club: Dividing Line / Crossing Lines

Ouzai is characterized by its economical potential
that can be a tool to work with in order to enhance
the living conditions. Not only my intentions in this
project is to produce more job opportunities but it will
also work on building a communal space for interaction between locals in Ouzai and players in the golf
club. The goal of the project is to improve the living
status of the community by pro- posing different alternatives for the economic crisis. By trying to get a
certain exposure onto the other social class, and by
being financial supported to produce an innovative
product, the community can evolve in a rapid pace.
This is where micro-credits in informal settlements is
the key idea of my project where the local and the
investor will meet on the interface of Ouzai and the
golf. The aim of micro-credits is to help the poor and
to support them financially. Once the local have a certain idea to produce some goods, he will meet the
investor in order to settle for a loan. After that, the
production of the product will take place in the two
different industries: the metal and the wood industry. The production of this good will be involving the
local Lebanese production and the products eventually will be distributed in different stations throughout
the camp. An exhibition will take place in the site in
order to exhibit the new product. And the stations all
around the camp will work on different weak points in
the informal settlements.

Exploded axonometry

Interface between the golf club and Ouzai factory district

Sections
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Energy of Cola area
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ALAA KHATIB Affordable Centrality: Searching for an Alternative

Protection from proximities and creation of an enclosed space

Axis and access based on the analysis of pedestrian and car flow

Relocated squatters housing circulation diagram

Student housing circulation diagram

Thickening the walls to create defined spaces hosting independent
functions

Breathing gap to separate students from relocated squatters

Communal spaces at Hay el Tanak

Creating contained spaces

Connectivity of the communal spaces
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ALAA KHATIB Affordable Centrality: Searching for an Alternative

Beirut, an ever-growing city economically, socially,
and culturally – a phenomenon that translates into
rising inflation and cost of living. The concept of affordability has thus become a major concern for city
dwellers with the hunt for affordable opportunities
compounded by the question of livability. The relation between affordability and livability, therefore, impacts all aspects of the citizens’ lifestyle; be it entertainment, culture, work, or accommodation. The
latter remains the most affected by the malfunctional
relation between affordability and livability in Beirut.
Cost-effective housing invariably entails foregoing livability. An analysis of the social structure of the city
revealed that this issue primarily affects the youth,
including university students, who come from all
around Lebanon to the city to pursue higher education. The alternative? Affordable Centrality.
The project started with a study of university students’
activity in Beirut. Their attraction hubs and preferred
spaces were determined with reference to public, or
affordable, transportation. It became evident that Beirut’s Cola Transport Hub (CTH) was the focal point.
They come into it from all around Lebanon, and
from there choose their destination in the city, which
makes CTH an accumulator and dispenser, but never
a final destination.

sqm squatter settlement that sits right on the busiest intersection in Beirut – a poor use of the land, in
which only one to three levels are built out of concrete masonry blocks that serve as residential and/or
residential-work units. The squatter settlement dates
back to 1958, and its dwellers today are threatened
with eviction.
With this in mind and Cola as a potential area of intervention for university students, Affordable Centrality
gains a concrete grounding. The architecture aims
to house university students with a private courtyard
allotted to them. It also provides land users at Hay
Al Tanak with a better shelter encompassing more
convenient communal spaces that foster a sense of
belonging. Finally, a commercial area, with a double-sided sidewalk and public space, is added; a
layer that acts as a mediator between the students,
previous squatter settlers and the city itself.

This raised more questions for a better understanding of the area’s urban fabric. An interesting component of the Cola area is Hay Al Tanak, a 10,000

Exploded axonometry
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EMMANUELLA EL KHOURY New Protecting the Old

An evolving city requires removing “the old” and
building “the new.” Seems legit. Developments,
changes, and growth in a city are vital. But what if the
buildings being replaced are those of high historical
and architectural value?
Most of the buildings in Saifi date back to the year
1940. However, after the war, many of them were left
abandoned or in bad shape. Some of these houses,
with their traditional style and valuable architecture,
still exist, giving a distinct identity to Saifi, but risk
falling victim to new developments and high-rises in
the city.
Developments are as important as preserving remnants of the past to conserve the memory and the rich
history of the area. How can the future architecture in
a historical urban setting serve to enhance such valuable properties instead of erasing them from the people’s memories? High-rises caused enormous damage to the Saifi area, leading to contrasts in height,
architectural style, public living, and the economy.
The alternation in Saifi’s architectural identity led to
the alternation of its commercial identity as well. Saifi
in the past was known for its specialized shops and

workmanship. However, as the new developments led
to gentrification, businesses and artistic enterprises
that gave Saifi its identity have had to close down.
The aim of the project is to make use of the residual spaces by connecting a commercially crowded
street from one end of the district to a dead area with
closed-down shops at the opposite end through a
block that hosts abandoned historical houses.
The site is designed in a way to give importance to the
surroundings. It is elevated to keep the ground floor
accessible from all directions, creating a free passageway for pedestrians to experience the permanent
market, workshops, the all-time existing greenery and
the historical houses around it.
The building, hosting workspaces, offices, and dorms,
is designed in a light way to minimize its strong presence amid the critical surroundings. The play in the
levels serves to create different spaces for artists. A
continuous and common area extending across all
levels of the building connects the artists, while at the
same time allowing them to work in their own private
space.
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Axonometric dissected into floors

Model
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DANIELLA MAAMARI Reinterpretation of the Grand Hotel Kassouf

INTENTION: Collective memory is set “in a historical

INVESTIGATION: Reinterpretation of the Grand Hotel

tradition, a historiography, of landscapes, institutions,
monuments and language” culminating in a string of
“lieux de mémoire,” as coined by Pierre Nora. These
“lieux de mémoire” are symbolic by definition. They
require an active effort in shaping and elaborating the
symbolic dimension through a process of compilation, assimilation and reinterpretation of all attainable
archival material in the form of photographs, newspaper clippings, posters, journals, and film. The process of translating a grouping of objects to a sort of
fluency is fundamental in articulating the needs (and
tastes) of a contemporary milieu, whose public shares
a collective memory. The responsibility rests on the
architect as artist, scientist, and researcher to depend on “authentic” sources of documentation and
observation in order to derive a contextual architecture, respectful of its immense historical worth, but
catering to the collective notions and identity of its
current users. The architecture can also play a role in
asserting the cultural norms of society and accommodating conceivable changes of a naturally progressing
society.

Kassouf is a project dealing with the collective memory of an edifice, the Grand Hotel Kassouf (GHK), a
monument in the eyes of a notable Levantine town,
Dhour Choueir. The GHK is an archetype in the assemblage of hotels that rose in Mount Lebanon prior
to the onset of the Civil War; an ode to the increasing
phenomenon of seasonal migration in Lebanon as a
chief generator of income. The hotel is a product of
the development of tourism in Dhour Choueir, motivated by a courteous relation with Ottoman rulers who
chose the town as the seat of several regional conventions and expos (Ottoman Expo in 1904/5). Dhour
Choueir, with its myriad of novel hotels, hosted countless festivals, beauty pageants, concerts and conventions, all through the Golden Age of Lebanon (1930s
to 1960s) during which the country thrived with visitors from across the region by virtue of its climate,
location, and cultural significance as the summer residence of various poets, musicians, and dignitaries.

Schematic
design intentions

The GHK is one of many hotels combining all that is
entertainment, luxury, bourgeois, and grandeur within one space. Unfortunately, its prime location proved
detrimental when the Syrian military (1980s to 2005)
invaded and turned its grounds into a military base
during their occupation of Mount Lebanon. The hotel now stands as witness to unwarranted pillaging
and destruction; a ruin of the Golden Age of Lebanon, open to contemporary programmatic invasions
(photoshoots, film screenings, coffee shops, beauty
pageants...). It was recently acquired by former Minister Elias Bou Saab and the present mayor of Dhour
Choueir Mr. Elias Sawaya. The pair plan to refurbish
the edifice, expanding its footprint substantially.

Section
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IMPLEMENTATION: Collection and classification of archival documentation included a rigorous search in
the folios of Shweir Community Library, personal historical collections, “Cinémathèque du Liban” of Lebanon’s Ministry of Culture, TV stations like TéléLiban,
the Arab Image Foundation, and newspapers and
books, to name a few. Jeunesse au Soleil, a Lebanese
film directed by Samir Nasri in 1966 and recorded
almost entirely in and around the GHK, provided insight into the features of the building’s earlier, though
currently glorified, conditions. Through a process of
mapping out the different characters, movements,
events, light and space qualities on the architectural
plans and elevations of the GHK, it was possible to
recognize the portions of the building depicted in the
film. Upon juxtaposing the drawings on the current
context of destroyed walls, the spaces are reconfigured, acquiring different spaces, formerly disconnected or not visible. Even within the film itself, spaces in the movie are altered and shifted; positioned in
a manner to evoke a certain architectural truth that
is, in fact, not visually or technically possible. These
were designated as the visual impossibilities, represented as the “blue moments” for diagrammatic simplicity. The editing process of the movie produced
cuts, designated as “pink moments,” representing
a certain function, circulation element, or simply a
dissimilar type of spatial arrangement, in conjunction
with the instantaneous conditions and events of the
unfolding storyline. The formed associations allowed
for a sequential experience of pink and blue moments
that guides one through the film from one space to
another.

Model

Interior views of casino and
auditorium

To maintain a subtle intervention that does not overshadow the GHK, the project is introduced in the valley facing it. Only a steel bridge remains above road
level, drawing visitors into its various functions; the
rest of the intervention is embedded below within the
conserved pine trees. The scheme sustains the programs delineated within the film and archival documentation as well as functions that respond to present-day needs and anticipate those that may arise
in the near future: casino, dining halls, hotel rooms,
theater... The project is thus an attempt at the reinterpretation of a space, through an analysis of attainable
archival documentation, by one individual. It provides
one scheme in the handling of monuments by drawing on existing archival material; one scheme in the
endless debate on the collective memory, destruction
and reconstruction of monuments.
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To live in a city is to live in two places at once:
– The physical city, made up of infrastructure, streets,
parks and buildings.

The urban block that I worked on was a dead block
with several problematics, in that it:
– was disconnected from the surrounding blocks.

– The contextual city which gives spirit of place (life)
to the city, to shape our urban experience, and reflect
how a city functions as people move through time and
space.

– suffered from a disconnection between the church
and other buildings on the block itself.

On the journey to discover Saifi, I stumbled upon lots
of dead spaces that had potential. These were hybrids of abandoned buildings and residual (leftover)
spaces that were either hidden, misused, trashed or
abandoned. Both the physical and contextual cities
were perceived. The physical city was active but the
contextual one was abandoned and lifeless.

– contained a hybrid mix of residual, leftover and
abandoned spaces.

– had deteriorated over time: in typology, style, and
height.

– had tailored fake façades on its periphery, and was
full of abandoned buildings in its core.
– lacked public spaces for the excessive new residential towers.

Models

Sections
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The plot I worked on was 3100 sqm starting from a
corner plot on the highway and dispersing into the
interior of the block forming an urban pocket of three
points of access to the project. The plot is made up
mostly of residual spaces: five misused alleyways, two
abandoned underground spaces, two wastelands,
three parking lots and two abandoned buildings of no
architectural value which eventually got demolished.

On an architectural level, the induced alleyway, dividing the two entities, lets in natural light and generates
a middle plaza where the entrances are located. On
the urban level, it connects the project’s landscape
through the building to an alleyway in the northern
block, which in turn leads to a beautiful long-neglected public garden.

Saifi, to me, was a “city as a stage,” a stage that needs
reviving starting from the core of my project and extending to the rest of the city. My project’s program
was a Performing Arts Center for the actors, dancers,
singers and musicians in Beirut. The project works
on three levels: the urban, the architectural, and the
experiential, and targets three users: the professional performers, the audience and the curious urban
dwellers (urban performers).
With keen sensitivity to the block, a playful landscape
was extended from the highway to the urban pocket,
creating a free stage for all the curious urban performers wishing to express themselves. In addition,
the landscape acts as a public space for the locals
and visitors, which includes natural landscapes,
staged hardscapes, and skylights for both natural
lighting and ventilation, so that they may experience
underground rehearsals and performances in motion.
The project contains an underground parking that
serves users of both the performing arts center and
the nearby church.
The building is designed to free the landscape completely for the people and thus operate from below
and above the landscape. The underground building
contains rehearsal spaces, performance exhibitions
and the major performing arts theater. Meanwhile,
the building above is broken into two entities by an
induced alleyway; a four-story public building comprising a reception, ticket booths, food courts and
lounges, and a seven-story private building housing
an auditorium, performing studios, workshops and
offices.

Types of residual spaces

Zoning
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The House of Dialogue is an Interfaith Community
Center in Wata El Moussaitbeh, Beirut. The idea of
the project emerged from looking at the current practice of religion and its rituals in Lebanon. In light of
the competition between churches and mosques to
reach the highest minaret and the biggest dome, the
project serves as a reminder of the essence of religion
and faith. Therefore, in its program and architecture,
the project strives to establish a dialogue between
‘man and man,’ ‘man and faith,’ and ‘man and mind.’
Due to its interfaith aspect, the House of Dialogue
should be located in an area that portrays co-existence and co-living in Lebanon. After studying several
areas of co-existence, the area of Wata El Moussaitbeh was selected as it hosted people from different
religious, social, and economic backgrounds.
The project serves as an escape from the city and
a refuge to knowledge, communication and faith.
Thus, the building distances itself from its surrounding through an outer void. Moreover, by looking at the
relationship between earth, ground and sky and their
connotations in religion, I decided to have my volume
suspended between earth and sky, maintaining a dialogue between the two.

Strategy collage

Being a spiritual space, the building follows Plato’s
philosophy on geometry and thus moves from the
city’s irregularities into purer forms. The latter represent a legislative circular space (court room for civil
marriage…) and a spiritual square-ish praying space
(a suspended cube within a rectangular courtyard)
that is wrapped by absolute knowledge, represented by the library. Furthermore, the program includes
spaces for art and communication, in the form of an
auditorium, and spaces for contemplation in what is
called the silent room.
Although the project detaches itself from the current
religious rituals, it does not aim to distance people
from their beliefs. On the contrary, The House of Dialogue provides spaces for all religious practices. The
praying room, for example, is a dark cube that is illuminated through a skylight holding an abstracted
form of the Altar and Mehrab. Therefore, it guides
the direction of prayers for Christians and Muslims
respectively through a skylight that also acts as a reminder for God’s presence within the space.
The House of Dialogue is a house for everyone.

Models

Exploded axonometric
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Section on silent room

Entrance moment

Bridge Sectional Detail

Wall sections
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Society is being replaced by its representation. What
was directly lived is now substituted by an imitation
of events and situations that offer a silhouette of the
memory. French Marxist theorist Guy Debord argues
that social life resembles the decline from being into
having, and having into appearing. The spectacle is
overwhelmed by images that invert the spectator’s
perception and it is sunken in the passivity of interrelations between people, not the collection of images,
but the images that are generated from the exchange
between the locals and the displaced people of Damour. The images metamorphosed into situations will
transform the stagnant attitudes from emptiness to
energies and moments characterized by a sense of
belongingness, by an identity that is echoed in these
events. The drifters are moving from one spectacle to
another, folding some images and carved by others,
moving from one situation into another.
The highway is a hard infrastructure that maximizes
the edge between the agricultural fields and the residential area which lacks the necessities of integral
development between landscape and architecture: it
is disconnecting the agricultural events from the residential entities suffering from detachment. After the
war, the need for nature’s blessings is ruptured by the
social and hard edges that are contributing to dispersing the void between agricultural and residential
needs. The steep slope of this psychogeography is
a spectacle of relinking the people to nature and its
products.
The identity of Damour visualized a territory that was
stitched to the village through its pedestrian corridors
and low-speed vehicular access. However, the longitudinal parallel structures, which are the privatized
seashore, remains of the train tracks, highway, Old
Saida Road and Abou Damaa River compose a unidirectional grid. Furthermore, the highway separates
the village from its shore and green fields: what remains of the plain and shore is visualized from the
city, what remains is a framed perception. The high-

Zones distribution and areas

way changes the identity of Damour and established
disconnections and enclosure. Thus, it is setting the
village apart from the green territory, the being. After
losing the territory, what remains is the perception of
the land. The longitudinality imposed by the cutting
hard edge, the highway, is transpassed by several
transversal passages, none of which are pedestrian
or dangerous to cross. On the other hand, the alignment of religious, political and historical architecture
forms an additional active network parallel to the seashore, traces of the railways, highway, Old Saida Road
and Abou Damaa River.
The strategy consists of mapping events in the city
and landscape, and determining the reason to participate in the transversal pedestrian movement to
cross the edge by stitching and weaving the village
back to the territory, the perception that remains from
Damour. Thus, the architectural question relies on reviving public spaces and recreating transversal connections porosity.
The site selection relied on understanding the spatial
discovery, existing and potential, possible pedestrian
passages and vehicular accessibility to the site, interstitial leftover structures and spaces, activation of
viewports and visual perception, axis and guidelines:
the existing guidelines projected from the heritage
palace and the portico of the surrounding building
and corridor leading to the residential courtyard ensuring porosity to the project by allowing directionality
and accessibility to the stairs.
The shortcut of Damour is a segment of the artery
connecting the Mashaa and the seashore. It is an intergenerational communal center: connecting generations transversally along the shortcut perceiving Damour. The elderly and kids are the main users of the
path and its buildings. This intercommunication will
link the present to the wrinkled Damour; the perception of a destination or a walkthrough filled with the
kids’ energy and the elderly’s attachment to the territory, starting from the additional layer rich with urban
facts leading to old Zhit road.
The perception of Damour is captured along the path
that is delimiting the design of the masses. The visibility and the site constraints reveal the directionality of the stairs that connect the residents and the
visitors from the orthogonal passages leading to the
main artery. Due to the lack of public spaces and
safe pedestrian trajectories, this shortcut is the only
pedestrian connection to the highway, and provides
a succession of events extended from the theater,
restaurant, library and ateliers activities. The stairs
design consists of fast and slow seated amphitheaters
determining the importance of shared spaces such as
the library, restaurant and theater. The publicity and
privacy of the functions branching from the stairs and
merging from the surroundings generate pedestrian
connections in the public piazzas. The functions are
open to the landing of the stairs which merges with
the program of the project and its surrounding buildings and terraces.

Possible pedestrian passages
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The existing guidelines projected from the existing heritage palace and the portico of the
surrounding building and corridor leading to the residential courtayrd allowing porosity to the
project by allowing directionality and accessiblity to the stairs.
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Exploded axonometric of the promenade

Sectional axonometric
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Dekwene Industrial Zone: Typomorphological study
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This thesis begins by surveying the built layer of different practices and economies that are seen as examples of ontological politics, both local and international. The term ontological is in this case applied
to the multitude of realities that exist in parallel or
contrary to the dominant narrative of the state; in the
context of the weakened neoliberal state of Lebanon,
these realities, from the luxury fashion corporation
and the sectarian party to the religious non-profit, are
alive and well. This terrain of conflicting absolutes
serves as the backdrop for the construction of the
speculative fiction of the extra-state object: an imaginary cross-sector institution in a special economic
zone.
In constructing this apparatus, particular weight is
given to two artefacts: the privately owned art object
as asset and the material remains of the cremated
body, cremation being a proposed alternative to the
set of dominant mortuary and burial practices in the
Lebanese context. The program concerns itself with
storage and accumulation, leading to an apparatus
that ranges from exacting architecture of storage to
event-based interactive installation with audiovisual
layer. The event, here, is that of death and funeral
proceedings; the installation is a receptacle made to
receive the remains of consenting subjects, extending agency after death while questioning economies
of accumulation, from the cemetery to the private art
collection. The constructed fiction positions itself as
a variation on a theme, mirroring the latent processes of the surveyed spatial practices and rejecting the
dictum that architecture is a normative and reproducible solution.

Axonometric view of project from the industrial zone,
showing Mirna Chalouhi highway and overpass
connecting to Beirut and port

Model

Section
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Located at the end of a commercial strip stretching
from Souq el-Ahad toward the Port of Beirut, the site
consists of an important urban node for the diverse
typologies that surround it. This proximity to the industrial zone of Bourj Hammoud, the old residential
zone of the Quarantine and the commercial zone of
the port allows the site to operate as an important
public space that can host both social gatherings and
economic activities to enrich the area, thus reviving
the old public market. With the existing structures of
different orientations and the selected function, the
project studies the Greek Agora methodology focusing on main perspective points and voids as generators of spaces. It also works around the existing structures to preserve the memory of what it stood for.

Unlike the existing abandoned market, the new souq
takes into consideration the temporary and the permanent. Adaptive structures are positioned between
the preserved structures of the slaughterhouse to
host the temporary events when needed. The structures can be modified to provide for individual retail
spaces, exhibitions or working spaces. This adaptive
aspect continues in the buildings which are articulated around the latter spaces. Each one of these
buildings is designed for the specificity of the market
it hosts in accordance with the needed equipment.
The retail spaces inside (the glass market, metal
market, ceramics market, clothes and shoes market
and the carpet and fabric market) differ from the corresponding production spaces yet maintain a visual
connection in order to introduce the consumer to the
production phases. Production workshops are also
offered so that people can learn more about the traditional manufacturing process of these goods.
Located on the opposite side of this cluster is the
administration and housing building, designed for
managing the market and hosting the salesmen and
workshop instructors.

Overall plans

Ceramic market view and exploded axonometric
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The other half of the project accommodates the food
market: a fish market with the introduction of a fish
farm profiting from the natural resources on the site,
a meat and poultry market, a dairy products market and a vegetable market along with its agricultural fields. In addition, a small harbor for small- scale
boats helps to service the public market, and an industrial hotel connects the zone to the secluded port,
forming a tax-free retail zone for the goods imported
and exported through the Port of Beirut. Moreover, in
an attempt to relink the area to the sea from which it
was separated because of land reclamation for the
port, a light observatory tower is added at the periphery of the lot allowing the visitor to observe the different constitutions of the market, the urban fabric of
the city and the sea.
The new Souq al-Sha’bi, along with the community
hub of the Quarantine and the recycling-based market of Bourj Hammoud, serves to help revive the old
coastline road and link both sides of the river in an
attempt to animate the now-neglected zone of the
Quarantine and Beirut River after the imposition of
Charles Helou and Emile Lahoud highways.

Glass market sections and exploded axonometric
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